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Abstract. Semifragile watermarking techniques aim to prevent tam-
pering and fraudulent use of modified images. A semifragile water-
mark monitors the integrity of the content of the image but not its
numerical representation. Therefore, the watermark is designed so
that the integrity is proven if the content of the image has not been
tampered with, despite some mild processing on the image. How-
ever, if parts of the image are replaced with the wrong key or are
heavily processed, the watermark information should indicate evi-
dence of forgery. We compare the performance of eight semifragile
watermarking algorithms in terms of their miss probability under
forgery attack, and in terms of false alarm probability under nonma-
licious signal processing operations that preserve the content and
quality of the image. We propose desiderata for semifragile water-
marking algorithms and indicate the promising algorithms among
existing ones. © 2004 SPIE and IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1633285]

1 Introduction

One prominent application of watermarking technology
the monitoring of the integrity of the multimedia docu
ments. The specific interest in semifragile watermarking
gorithms arises from the multitude of practical and co
mercial applications, where content needs to be stri
protected, but the exact representation during exchange
storage need not be guaranteed. The alterations on
documents can occur unintentionally or can be implan
intentionally. The so-called unintentional or innocent alt
ations typically arise from such diverse facts as bit err
during transmission and storage, or signal processing
erations such as filtering, contrast enhancement, shar
ing, and compression. Intentional or malicious alteratio
on the other hand, are assumed to be due to an exp
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forgery attempt by a pirate with the explicit purpose
changing the contents of a document. The main distinct
then, is whether the content is altered as in malicious
intentional attacks or whether only the representation,
not the content, of the document is altered, as occurs
unintentional, nonmalicious cases. The line of demarca
between these two attacks categories is, however, no
ways clear-cut, as it depends very much on the applica
domain. A case in point is histogram equalization, where
the representation of the lighting condition is consider
informative, it then becomes a malicious manipulation;
ternately, it remains simply a well-intentioned contrast e
hancement.

There have been a significant number of watermark
algorithms aimed at tamper detection. One group
techniques,1,2 called fragile watermarking algorithms, func
tion as a strict tamper detection tool, in that they are int
erant of even a one-bit alteration. They are alternativ
called cryptographic message digests, and can only vali
original copies. On the other hand, semifragile tamper
tection methods are designed to monitor changes in
content. In other words, they are capable, in principle,
differentiate between the innocent and malicious attack
egories. Ideally, a semifragile tamper detector would gl
over innocent alterations on the image due, for example
postproduction editing, mild compression, filtering, or co
trast enhancement, but it should give an alarm whenev
content change occurs. Semifragile watermarking meth
validate image content, but not its representation, and
thus judiciously made robust against allowable alteratio
while being sensitive to nonpermitted modifications.
course, if the signal processing operations are taken
enough, as in the case of high compression rates, they
changing not only the representation, but the content of
document as well, and they should then qualify as a m

-
e
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Ekici et al.
cious attack. The breakpoint between an innocent an
malicious attack is not well defined, and it depends on
application domain and document type. One can use, h
ever, the reliability of the detected watermark as an auth
ticity measure of the document, and reach, for exampl
tampered or nontampered decision by thresholding it.

There are several possible classifications of the tam
detection and content-authentication watermark
techniques.3,4

• Visually authenticated~semi!fragile watermarking,
where typically a thumbnail or a visual pattern is hi
den in the image, and tamper detection is based on
visual assessment of perceived differences by an
erator, as in Marvelet al.5,6

• Statistically authenticated~semi!fragile watermarking,
where an estimate of tampering likelihood is obtain
based on the correlation coefficient or measured m
match between the inserted and recovered authen
tion sequences. In these techniques, the performa
can typically be given in terms of probability of co
rect watermark sequence detection as a function
false alarm rate.7–11

Self-embedding techniques for proof of authenticity a
image protection as in Fridrich and Goljan,12 Lan and
Tewfik,13 and in the case of video in Robie an
Mersereau.14

Proposed algorithms can be self authenticating or in
pendently authenticating.

• Self-authenticating algorithms are based on the vali
tion of a robust hash, which was embedded and wh
is to be extracted again from the test image itself, a
the methods of Lin and Chang,10,15 Fridrich,8,16–18

Xie, Arce, and Graverman,19 and, to some extent
Hung, Cheng, and Chen.20

• Independently authenticated algorithms receive v
dation based on an image-independent authentica
sequence, as in the methods of Eggers,7,21 Fridrich,16

Lin, Podilchuk, and Delp,9 Queluz and Lamy,22,23

Kundur and Hatzinakos,24,25 Lan, Mansour, and
Tewfik,26 and Gwo, Lu, and Liao.27

We plan to present a comparative assessment of the
tistically authenticated, oblivious, semifragile waterma
ing techniques.28 This excludes visually verified algo
rithms, such as Marvel, Hartwig, and Boncelet,6 and Yeung
and Mintzer,2 or nonoblivious techniques as in Xie, Arc
and Graverman.19 We measure the performance in terms
probability of miss when there is a forgery attack and
terms of probability of false alarm when there is no forge
but the image is subjected to various mild signal-process
operations. Obviously, one desires to achieve low proba
ity of miss $PM% when there is a forgery attack, and at t
same time, low probability of false alarm$PF% when one
deals with allowed signal processing operations. Thus,
work aims to test and compare the algorithms on the b
of their claim to semifragility, that is, resistance to mi
signal-processing operations and their specificity to de
forgery. The forgery attack we experiment with is the su
stitution attack, which substitutes the semifragilely wat
210 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1)
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marked document with its original unwatermarked versio
In Sec. 2, we give the rationale of considering the sub
tution attack as representative of malicious attacks.

The outline of the work is as follows. Section 2 d
scribes the types of attacks that should rightly cause
alarm and the set of attacks against which the tamp
detection watermark should resist. The comparison met
of semifragile techniques is also given. Section 3 descri
the semifragile watermarking algorithms with brief descr
tions of their insertion, extraction, and verification schem
Section 4 provides comparative results and conclusions

2 Methods for Comparison

The semifragile watermarking methods should be mod
ately robust to differentiate between malicious and nonm
licious attacks. However, the line of demarcation betwe
the benign and malicious attacks is application and do
ment dependent. In this study, we select the following
of manipulations based partly on examples in the literat
and partly somewhat subjectively. We expect that the se
fragile watermarking algorithms should not give fal
alarms against these permissible alterations:

• mild compression, for example up to 70% JPEG

• histogram equalization~uniform distribution!

• sharpening~unsharp masking filter with coefficient
@212121; 21A18,21; 212121], where A
51)

• low-pass filtering within a support of 333 ~equal
weight coefficients equal to 1/9!

• median filtering within a support of 333

• additive Gaussian noise down to a signal to noise ra
of 35 dB

• salt-and-pepper noise, up to 1%~value set to 255 and
0, respectively!

• random bit errors in transmission and storage of
image in raw format, with a 0.001 probability of b
errors.

As pointed out in Sec. 1, it is arguable when and if the
signal manipulations do not constitute an authentic
threat. Our aim, however, is first to prepare a list of alg
rithms with measured robustness and temper-sensiti
properties. Then, given an application scenario with s
cific robustness and tamper-sensitivity properties, in pr
ciple it should be possible to select the adequate algorit

The main content-altering manipulations that must g
erate tamper alarm, hence, the nonpermissible alterati
are the following:

• image forgeries intended to remove, substitute, or
sert objects in the scene

• image manipulations that modify the geometry of o
jects such as their rotation, flipping, translation, a
scaling or image manipulations that change the
pearance of objects such as color, shade, shadow
nipulation, etc.

• changes in the scene background, for example, cha
of the time of day or changes in background textu
such as forest, ocean, etc.
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Comparative evaluation of semifragile watermarking . . .
• cropping.

All manipulations that affect the geometry of the ima
such as flipping, rotation, cropping, etc., suffer from des
chronization and are thus automatically detectable by
algorithms considered. Consequently, manipulations s
as mild cropping, or interpolation that could have been c
sidered as innocent operations in certain circumstances
eliminated. On the other hand, the manipulations of ob
insertion and deletion, and scene background changes
tantamount to substitution. It follows then that the varie
of forgery attacks considered before can be collapsed
substitution attacks only. Furthermore, we implement
substitution attack by replacing the watermarked ima
portion with its original version. There are two reasons
this specific choice. One is that the substitution of an ima
block with the original version would be the most difficu
to detect, hence the most challenging attack. The sec
reason is that it is impractical to conceive and implem
literally thousands of forgery attacks using commerc
image-processing tools, and it would be very difficult
gauge and normalize the severity of the attacks. Thus,
stitutions make it feasible to streamline forgery attacks.

We used ten different images of size 5123512, each
watermarked ten times with different keys. The perf
mance was measured in terms of the false alarm ratePF ,
which is the probability that image blocks indicate tamp
ing in the absence of any malicious attack, and in terms
the miss probabilityPM , which is the percentage of mal
ciously attacked images that do not generate any tampe
alarm. Notice that the substitution attack was block-bas
and hence coincided with the grid structure of the alg
rithms. Random placements of the substituted blo
astride the grid structure of the algorithm would simp
weaken the level of attack within the original blocks of t
algorithms.

The eight semifragile watermarking methods that
tested are listed in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, differ
watermarking algorithms are conceived to protect ima
regions of different size. For example, some methods ch
for tampering on a pixel basis, others act on the basis
838, 16316, or 64364 blocks, while still others are de
signed to monitor row/column triples.

To achieve a normalized basis of comparison among
algorithms, we did two things: insertion strength normaliz
tion and footprint normalization. First, the insertio
strength was standardized and all the tested algorit
were tuned to achieve two levels of document-
watermark ratio, namely, 38- and 41-dB peak signal-
noise ratio~PSNR!. The necessity of any watermarked im
age to possess PSNR above the lower limit of 38 dB w
suggested in Kutter and Petitcolas.29 Second, given the dif-
ferent footprint sizes on which the algorithms could det
evidence of tampering, we converted the footprint size t
standard 64364 block. In fact, we evaluated thePM and
PF scores in two different ways, which we denote as nat
results and integrated results.

Native results. The performance figures are calculat
on the basis of the image block size as proposed in
original work, hence called the native size. Thus, for e
ample, the statistics for the Lin-Chang, Eggers-Girod me
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ods were first collected on the basis of 838 blocks, for
Lin-Podilchuk-Delp on the basis of 16316 blocks, for Lan-
Mansour-Tewfik and Fridrich methods on the basis of
364 blocks, and for the Queluz method on the basis
3128 pixel lines.

Integrated results. To be able to compare performanc
over regions of the same size, the miss and false alarm r
of the prior native blocks are integrated to 64364-sized
image blocks. It would have been desirable to comp
algorithms on various sized block attacks, let’s say fro
434 on to larger sizes. However, not all algorithms cou
function at all sizes, hence the only reasonable size
which all algorithms could compete was 64364. To con-
vert the performance figures of an algorithm that was c
ceived for native blocks,~e.g., 838 subblocks or 128-pixe
columns! to PM and PF figures for the 64364 blocks, we
calculated the probability of exceeding a threshold in
absence of attacks. We note that almost all semifra
methods give occasionally false alarms, even in the abse
of any attack. Thus a 64364 region is declared as tampere
if a sufficient number of its native blocks are found tam
pered. This critical threshold, that is, the number of fals
alarming native blocks, was set at the 1% level for the
364 block in the absence of any attack.

In summary, the performance of the algorithms w
measured on both their native sizes and the larger size
364. While no one algorithm was favored, the eight me
ods investigated and their characteristics are listed
Table 1.

3 Semifragile Watermarking Algorithms

In this section, we briefly describe the semifragile wat
marking schemes tested. For each algorithm, we outline
generation of the authentication sequence, the insertion
traction, and verification procedures. In the sequel, we
press the image at pixel location (x,y) as I (x,y), while to
denote pixels of a particular blockb, we use the notation
I b(x,y). The block discrete cosine transform~DCT! coef-
ficients are indicated byCb(p,q).

3.1 Lin-Chang Algorithm

Lin and Chang’s algorithm10,15,30is conceived to tolerate, in
particular, JPEG-style compression of the watermarked
age. It is based on two properties of the DCT coefficie
quantization, namely, 1. order invariance, where the or
relation of DCT coefficient pairs remains unaltered af
JPEG processing, if not set equal; and 2. coefficient inv
ance, where if a coefficient is quantized to an integer m
tiple of the step size, its value is not changed after JP
compression with a smaller step size. A parallel algorith
is that of Hung, Cheng, and Chen,20 which uses the block
vector quantization~VQ! indices for authentication data
This algorithm, however, results in a large payload of V
coefficients, and its performance turns out to be rather p

Authentication data. The authentication data consists
the ordinal relationship of three pairs of DCT coefficien
chosen from 838 blocks pair-wise coupled according to
random mapping. These coefficients are selected from
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1) / 211
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Table 1 Characteristics of the semifragile watermarking methods as given in their original paper.

Algorithm
Insertion domain and
method of insertion

Size of control
area Authentication information/method

Lin-Chang DCT coefficients and
JPEG-50 quantization

Pair of 838
blocks

Ordinal relation of randomly chosen three
DCT coefficients in a block

Lin-Podilchuk
Delp

Spatial and
additive mixing

16316 blocks Inverse DCT of random noise pattern
planted in the mid (one-third) band of the
transform block coefficients

Eggers-Girod DCT coefficients and
binary QIM

838 blocks Scalar Costa scheme: odd/even dithered
quantization of DCT coefficients

Fridrich Spatial and additive
mixing

64364 blocks Robust hash of the block, obtained by
quantized projections of the block onto 30
smoothed random bases, acting as seeds for
random noise and a separate low-frequency
sequence

Kundur-
Hatzinakos

QIM of Haar wavelet
coefficients

434 blocks Authentication sequence inserted via
odd/even quantization of the four-level
wavelet coefficients

Gwo-Lu-Liao QIM of the block
mean of wavelet
coefficients

434 blocks Authentication sequence inserted via
odd/even quantization of the average value
of selected groups of wavelet coefficients

Queluz Spatial and adaptive
quantization of row/
column projections

Triad of
image rows
columns

Authentication sequence inserted via
odd/even quantization of projections of
column (row) triples onto random bases

Lan-Mansour-
Tewfik

DCT coefficients and
Hadamard projections
and quantization

Group of
(typically 64)
of 838 blocks.

Authentication sequence inserted via
odd/even quantization of projections of DCT
coefficient vectors onto Hadamard bases
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predetermined low-frequency path in the respective D
blocks. Their ordinal relationship, which forms the authe
tication data, remains invariant under JPEG compress
An authentication bit is considered as 1 if the DCT coe
cient in a selected path is greater than its paired part
otherwise, the authentication bit is 0. In other words, for
coupled blocks, denoted as 1 and 2, we have the auth
cation information at the (p,q) coefficient:

f~p,q!5H 1 C1~p,q!2C2~p,q!>0

0 C1~p,q!2C2~p,q!,0
.

Insertion method. The six bits extracted from a bloc
pair are inserted in alternate DCT coefficients of the sa
block pair by forcing these coefficients to odd or even m
tiples of a JPEG50 quantization step size. If the bit to
inserted complies with the least significant bit of the carr
DCT coefficient divided by the quantization step size, th
no change is made, otherwise, the coefficient is inc
mented by a one-step size amount. Since the embed
distortion may cause a change in the authentication b
this procedure should be iterated a few times~typically
three! before the DCT coefficients are stabilized.

Extraction and verification method. The extraction
scheme is a replica of the insertion scheme, in that both
authentication bits are regenerated and the least signifi
bit ~LSB! bits of the modulated DCT carrier coefficients a
read off. An 838 block is declared nontampered if at lea
five of the six inserted bits are verified. Otherwise, t
block is considered as tampered.
212 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1)
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3.2 Lin-Podilchuk-Delp Algorithm

Authentication sequence. The authentication sequenc
is a pseudo-random zero-mean, unit-variance Gaus
noise sequence. Its seed is controlled by a key but is
erwise independent of the document.

Insertion method. The Gaussian authentication sequen
is placed in the upper triangular positions~excluding DC
component! of an empty DCT matrix. Subsequently, th
inverse DCT of the matrix is calculated and the resulti
16316 spatial pattern is mixed additively with the imag
DCT block at a given strength:

I b8~p,q!5I b~p,q!1gWb~p,q!.

Finally, the block-wise inverse DCT yields the semifra
ilely watermarked image.

Extraction and verification method. The watermark in
the image is estimated by suppressing image spectral c
ponents in every block while enhancing the presence of
watermark. To this effect, horizontal~column-wise! and
vertical ~row-wise! differences are calculated both for th
test image and the spatial watermark pattern. These di
ence vectors from the horizontal (DCol) and vertical (DRow)
sets are concatenated to form two sets, one derived f
the test image,

I b* 5$DCol@ I b~x,y!#uDRow@ I b~x,y!#%,
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Table 2 Performance analysis of Lin-Chang’s semifragile watermarking on the basis 838 block pairs.
Overall, 20480 blocks were tested.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 11.2% 0.0% 44.3% 88.6% 39.2% 66.1% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%

41 11.3% 0.0% 48.9% 89.1% 42.9% 69.4% 8.7% 0.1% 0.0%
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and the other from the watermark spatial pattern,

Wb* 5$DCol@Wb~x,y!#uDRow@Wb~x,y!#%,

whereu denotes the concatenation operation. The ve
cation is based on the correlation of the extracted data w
the differenced version of the original watermark patte
that is:

r5
^I b* ,Wb* &

@^I b* ,I b* &^Wb* ,Wb* &#1/2>Tb .

3.3 Egger-Girod Algorithm

Authentication data. The authentication data consist of
random binary sequence$dn% embedded with a secre
dither sequence$kn%.

Insertion method. The authentication message is embe
ded in cover image coefficients by a dithered quantizat
rule QD$ %, whereD is the step size corresponding to th
strength of insertion, referred to also as the scalar Cos
scheme~SCS!. The embedding is randomized by a pseud
random dither sequenceknP(0,1#. The cover data selecte
for watermark insertion are the second through eighth
efficients in the zigzag order of the 838 block DCT coef-
ficients. The embedding rule for then’ th element can be
written as

an5DS dn

2
1knD sn5xn1a~QD$xn2an%1an2xn!,

where QD$.% indicates scalar uniform quantization wit
step sizeD. This embedding scheme is controlled by tw
parameters: the quantization step sizeD and the scale facto
’s

-

a. Both parameters can be jointly tuned to achieve a go
trade-off between the embedding distortion and detec
reliability for a given noise variance of an additive whi
Gaussian noise~AWGN! attack.

Extraction and verification method. Watermark extrac-
tion consists of observing the quantization residual. T
residual should be in the (2D/2,D/2) interval for a 0 au-
thentication bit, and its absolute value should be in
~D/2, D! interval for 1. The tampering decision is based
the likelihood test that determines whether the waterm
sequence was embedded with keykn , or was not embedded
with that specific key.

3.4 Fridrich’s Algorithm

Authentication data. The authentication bits are gene
ated as a robust visual hash of the 64364 image blocks.
Each block is projected ontoM ~30! basis vectors, and thei
inner product is quantized to 1 bit. The quantization thre
old is adjusted to make equal the occurrence of ones
zeroes. The basis vectors themselves are obtained
smoothing 2-D arrays of uniform random numbers. T
authentication sequence is thus tied intimately to the im
content. For robustness against low-pass filtering, a se
rate pattern obtained by a geometric sequence of real n
bers with factora, is obtained.

Insertion method. For each image block, a set ofM ran-
dom noise patterns of size 64364 are generated. The see
for the random number generator are each different,
obtained by the concatenation of the block projection
onto thei ’ th ( i 51...M ) basis, the block identity number
and a random key. TheseM 64364 random patterns ar
summed and scaled to form a spread-spectrum signal,
they are made DC free and mixed additively to the mid
Table 3 Performance of Lin-Podilchuk-Delp’s semifragile watermarking on the basis 16316 blocks.
Overall, 81,920 blocks are tested, where the threshold is Tb50.1. The insertion gain is set to g55 and
to g53.5 to achieve 38- and 41-dB PSNR, respectively.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 6.5% 6.7% 52.9% 5.6% 18.3% 8.3% 7.5% 7.1% 7.2%

41 6.4% 14.3% 69.1% 11.0% 36.5% 15.5% 15.9% 14.2% 14.1%
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1) / 213
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Table 4 Performance analysis of Eggers-Girod’s semifragile watermarking on the basis 102,400 8
38 pixel blocks. Quantization step size D526 and D535 for 41 and 38 dB, respectively (a50.8).
Seven authentication bits on the second through the seventh DCT coefficients were embedded per
block.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 26.7% 0.0% 31.6% 61.1% 35.2% 62.5% 0.4% 0.1% 1.9%

41 24.9% 0.0% 42.3% 59.7% 37.3% 67.1% 8.6% 0.2% 2.5%
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one-third of the block DCT coefficients. In addition, aft
the block has been rendered zero-mean and fixed varia
its first 300 DCT coefficients are perturbed to conform to
given pattern of 1 and 0 indices. These indices are obta
via the modulo operation of the DCT coefficients with t
geometrical sequence.

Extraction and verification method. The received im-
age is divided into blocks of the same size, and the spre
spectrum signal is regenerated in the same way as in
insertion stage. This spread-spectrum signal is correla
with the middle third of DCT coefficients and compare
with a threshold, which is adjusted to render the numbe
ones and zeros equal, as in the insertion stage. The tam
ing decision is based on the probability of obtainingk cor-
rect symbols out ofM , that isPtamper5C(M ,k)22k, where
C(.) denotes the combinatorial function. In our expe
ments, we tookM530 while k522 to satisfyPf,0.01.
For low frequency, a weighted correlation between attain
indices of DCT coefficients and a watermark pattern is c
culated.

3.5 Kundur-Hatzinakos Algorithm

Authentication sequence. The authentication data is
random sequence independent of the image content, c
the tamper authentication function~TAF!.

Insertion method. A four-level discrete wavelet trans
form ~DWT! of the image is taken using Haar bases. T
authentication bits are inserted in the wavelet coefficie
by quantification to even or odd multiples of a step si
214 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1)
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according to the polarity of the TAF sequence bit. Mo
specifically, in a given band and a given position, only o
of the randomly chosen horizontal, vertical, or diagon
components is marked. The quantization step size is gi
by D52l , wherel denotes the resolution level,l 50 being
the original image. The decision to map the wavelet co
ficients to odd or even multiples of the quantization coe
cient is randomized via a key.

Extraction and verification method. This stage mimics
the insertion stage, in that the DWT of the test image
calculated, and the coefficients within which the bits we
embedded are searched. The odd or even quantization
of the coefficients is estimated to obtain the hidden auth
tication sequence, which is to be compared with the reg
erated sequence. A pixel at the 0 level~original image! is
declared as tampered if the corresponding pixel in
fourth level appears tampered, or if the fourth level coe
cient passes the test, the coefficients in the second and
levels both fail. The high miss probability of a 434 block
in a substitution attack is due to the fact that the fourth le
pixel bit will not match 50% of the time, while the third
and second level pixel bits will not match one eighth of t
time, thus in total will check for error 62.5% of the time, o
alternatively will miss 37.5% of the time.

3.6 Queluz Algorithm31

The following information is based on Queluz and Lamy
research.11,22,23,31
Table 5 Performance of Fridrich’s semifragile watermarking on 64364 pixel blocks with insertion
strength adjusted to g50.7 and to g50.6 in spread spectrum watermarking; a50.062 and a
50.045 in low-frequency watermarking to attain 38- and 41-dB PSNR, respectively. A block is declared
tampered if Ptamper is above 1% in the spread spectrum algorithm or the correlation value is less than
32% in a low-frequency algorithm. A block is not declared as tampered if it passes in any of the
algorithms. Overall, 6400 blocks were tested.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 0.6% 1.1% 43% 20.0% 11.4% 3.1% 1.1% 5.0% 1.9%

41 1.0% 1.6% 62% 21.0% 19.5% 5.5% 2.5% 25.8% 2.5%
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Table 6 Performance of Kundur-Hatzinakos semifragile watermarking, where the quantization step
sizes D are taken as factors of 4, 8, and 16, respectively, for levels 2, 3, and 4 of the decomposition.
These step sizes are adjusted to attain 41- and 38-dB PSNR. Overall, 1,310,720 434 blocks were
tested.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 37.6% 0.1% 37.2% 50.6% 25.4% 57.4% 15.9% 13.3% 0.1%

41 37.3% 0.1% 38.7% 53.3% 31.3% 59.0% 20.7% 14.9% 0.1%
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Authentication data. The authentication data consists
a random sequence, independent of the image, inserte
quantized projections of rows and columns.

Insertion method. Nonoverlapping image columns o
rows are considered in groups of three. Each triad is p
jected onto three random basis functions, resulting in p
jection valuesP1 , P2 , and P3 . We have observed tha
using the low-pass filtered version of these arrays impro
the performance slightly. The resulting inner products
rank ordered asP[1]<P[2]<P[3] and a quantization ste
sizeD is calculated based on the span of these projectio
which is uP[3]2P[1] u. The median projectionP[2] is then
quantized to odd or even multiples of theD step size ac-
cording to the bit to be inserted.

Extraction and verification method. For each triad of
lines, the embedded bit is extracted by computing the
sition of the median projectionP[2] to the nearest bound
ary: if the parity of this boundary is even, a 0 isextracted;
otherwise, a 1 isextracted. It is also required that the m
dian projection be within a percentage of distance to
nearest boundary. A triad of lines is deemed tampered i
quantization state does not check the authentication bit.
take two rows~columns! concatenated at a time from th
64364 blocks, resulting in 128-pixel-long test lines.

3.7 Lan-Mansour-Tewfik Algorithm

Authentication data. The data consists of a binary wa
termark message that instruments the odd/even quantiz
of feature vectors.

Insertion method. DCT transform of the 838 blocks of
the image is first taken. The DCT coefficients of the sa
in

-
-

s

,

-

e

n

order, say all (i , j ) coefficients, from the blocks of the im
age are collected into 64-long vectors using Hilbert sc
ning paths. Actually, the blocks are visited in a Hilbe
scan, the (i , j )’th DCT coefficients form a string, whose
length equals the number of blocks in the image~e.g., 4096
in an 5123512 image!, and then they are further part
tioned into smaller subvectors of size 64. The subvect
become, in effect, the ensemble of DCT coefficients of
same order over a neighborhood, due to Hilbert scann
These DCT subvectors are projected onto columns of
Hadamard matrix, and finally these projections are qu
tized to odd and even multiples of a step size.

Extraction method. The extraction process is the replic
of the insertion method followed by reading off of the od
even quantization state of the projections. A tampering
cision is based on the number of projections that does
satisfy the predetermined quantization state of the pro
tions.

3.8 Gwo-Lu-Liao Algorithm

There are a number of algorithms, which in the quest
robustness, embed the information in the average valu
blocks, and redistribute the change in the mean to
pixels.27,32,34We tested the algorithm in Ref. 27, which wa
described in more detail.

Authentication sequence. The authentication data is
random sequence independent of the image content.

Insertion method. Similar to the Kundur-Hatzinakos
algorithm,25 first a four-level DWT of the image is taken
Then the average value of a number of wavelet coefficie
in one of the HH, LH, or HL bands is calculated. The 0
Table 7 Performance of Queluz’s semifragile watermarking on basis 128-pixel line triad projections.
Overall, 20 line triads per 64364 block are considered, and the quantization step size is D52.5 and
D53.7, respectively, to achieve 41- and 38-dB PSNR. Overall, 128,000 triads were tested.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 50.0% 0.9% 7.7% 45.9% 6.1% 39.2% 1.1% 1.3% 1.1%

41 49.9% 1.1% 11.9% 50.3% 16.7% 41.6% 1.1% 1.2% 1.1%
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Table 8 Performance of Lan-Mansour-Tewfik’s semifragile watermarking on the basis 64 838 pixel
blocks, corresponding to a 64364 pixel block. The DCT coefficients, rank-ordered according to the
JPEG quantization table, are grouped into 64-D subvectors. DCT coefficients 4 through 13 in zigzag
order are marked with odd/even quantization. The step size is D526. Overall, 6400 blocks are tested.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 16.9% 1.4% 83.4% 49.7% 82.6% 82.7% 85.5% 76.1% 76.8%
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1 watermark bit value is imposed onto the block avera
using odd/even quantization step sizes. These step size
obtained from distributing the change to the block pixe
which effects this odd or even quantization of the blo
mean. The quantization step size is taken on the basi
wavelet frequency masking visibility coefficients, whic
depend on the level and orientation. Only levels 2 throu
4 are used for embedding.

Extraction and verification method. This DWT of the
test image is calculated and the block means are comp
and checked to see if they verify the odd/even quantiza
condition. The decision fusion is done on level-2 pixe
which correspond to 434 blocks of the original image.

4 Experimental Results

Eight semifragile watermarking methods have been
scribed in Sec. 3 and their performance figures have b
given according to their native block sizes in Tables
through 9. For a comparative assessment, their waterm
to-document ratio, as given by the PSNR, was set to 38
41 dB. Sample error images resulting from semifragile w
termarking at the 38-dB level are given in Fig. 1. In the
figures, for the sake of visibility, the error signal has be
multiplied by a factor of 10 and it has been put on a pe
estal of 128. To normalize the size of the tamper-con
region, we have used an integration scheme to convert
native block size to a fixed control size of 64364. As it was
explained in Sec. 1, this block size was imposed, in tha
was the minimum effective dimension at which som
algorithms8 could work properly. On the other hand, 1/64
of a 5123512 image appears as a reasonable tamper v
fication size. Notice that for each algorithm native size,
216 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1)
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integration is done with a sliding window in steps of i
native size, e.g., in steps of 838 pixels for the Lin-Chang
algorithm, and so forth.

The integration scheme uses the tamper and no-tam
decisions of the blocks with native sizes, and integra
them into a tamper/no-tamper decision for the 64364-sized
block. We first determine the threshold level for each alg
rithm, which guarantees lower than 1% false alarm r
under the no attack case. Recall that all algorithms, whe
verification test is applied, give rise to some level of fal
alarm even in the absence of any attack. More specifica
we have found experimentally the following false alar
thresholds, as in Table 10.

In Tables 11 and 12 the miss and false alarm probab
results are given for the 64364 regions.

The following comments can be made on the integra
performance of semifragile algorithms, that is, on 64364
blocks.

• Lin-Chang’s algorithm: As expected the algorith
performs very well in the presence of JPEG compr
sion, but otherwise it is very fragile against signa
processing attacks.

• Lin-Podilchuk-Delp’s algorithm: It is robust agains
almost all nonmalicious signal-processing operatio
except for smoothing. We have observed that the
of Wiener filtering, to enhance the watermark sign
slightly improves the performance.

• Eggers-Girod’s algorithm: This algorithm provides
statistically meaningful measure of tamper probabili
It proves very robust against JPEG as it withstan
~does not give false alarm! down to the JPEG quality
factor of 30. It can withstand some signal-process
Table 9 Performance of Gwo-Lu-Liao’s semifragile watermarking on the basis of Haar functions. The
quantization step sizes D are proportional to the visibility threshold values for all levels. Level 1 is not
watermarked. Overall, 1,310,720 434 blocks were tested.

Forgery attack
Probability of miss Pm

Signal-processing attacks
Probability of false alarm Pf

dB Substitution
No

attack Smooth Sharpen 1% S and P
Histog.
equaliz.

35-dB
AWGN JPEG 70

Random
errors

38 38.2% 1.0% 12.5% 41.2% 2.9% 41.3% 0.5% 0.5% 0.8%

41 26.2% 3.6% 28.7% 62.7% 33.6% 63.1% 3.0% 2.5% 4.2%
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Comparative evaluation of semifragile watermarking . . .
operations but, for example, it is very sensitive to h
togram equalization and smoothing. The visual dist
tion becomes, however, unacceptable just below
38-dB document-to-watermark ratio.

• Fridrich’s algorithm: This algorithm also provides
statistically meaningful measure of tamper probabil
It is reasonably robust against signal-processing
tacks. Its computational load is high relative to oth
algorithms.

• Kundur-Hatzinakos’ algorithm: It has good JPEG pe
formance, but otherwise it is weak against mo
signal-processing operations. In Kundur’s algorithm
becomes rather difficult to set a threshold for in
grated 64364 performance, since the distributions
the number of faulty subblocks under the forgery a
signal-processing attacks are largely overlapping. T
algorithm yields some notion on the scale of the
tack.

• Queluz’s algorithm: It is a surprisingly robust algo
rithm against many signal-processing operations,
example, with JPEG as it can withstand down to qu
ity factor 10. It is sensitive to histogram equalizatio

Fig. 1 Illustration of the watermarking residuals (watermarked im-
age minus the original one).
-

and salt-and-pepper noise. We have observed
smoothing the random bases improves the per
mance slightly.

• Lan-Mansour-Tewfik’s algorithm: This technique wa
very fragile against all signal-processing operatio
due to the fact that the projections of DCT coefficien
onto Hadamard columns were sometimes very sm
Better results might be achieved by the dithered qu
tization. The visual distortion becomes very annoyi
even at 38 dB.

• Gwo-Lu-Liao’s algorithm: This algorithm follows
more or less the performance pattern of Kundur’s
gorithm, though in some items, notably, in the pro
ability of miss, it is inferior.

One can note that, as far as miss probability is concern
all of them perform better than 1%~except Gwo-Lu-
Liao’s!. On the other hand, they tend to differ widely in th
false alarm rate among signal-processing attack types.
can prepare a scorecard for the algorithms based on
robustness against the signal-processing manipulations
it was done in the case of Stirmark,33 a score of 1 is given
whenever the false alarm rate is below 5%, and 0 oth
wise. It appears then that, based on the previousPF andPM
thresholds, the Fridrich, Eggers-Girod, and Lin-Podilchu
Delp algorithms obtain the highest scores.

5 Conclusions

The comparative simulation experiments reveal that alm
all algorithms ~except Gwo-Lu-Liao and Lan-Mansour
Tewfik! do well on detecting the substitution forgery, an
have also low false-alarm probability under the no-atta
situation. On the other hand, it is interesting to observe t
are all more or less sensitive to image smoothing ope

Table 10 Experimental 1% false alarm thresholds to compute the
64364 integrated performance.

Lin-Chang A 64364 block is tampered if seven or more
of the 64 838 blocks fail.

Lin-Podilchuk-Delp A 64364 block containing 16 16316
blocks is tampered if five or more fail.

Eggers-Girod A 64364 block is tampered if the
likelihood ratio, integrated over 83645512
DCT coefficients, exceeds 0.5.

Fridrich A 64364 block is tampered if eight or more
of its hash bits extracted differ from
the embedded ones in the spread spectrum
algorithm and/or if weighted correlation of the
DCT indices and watermark pattern falls
below 32%.

Kundur-Hatzinakos A 64364 block is tampered if 80 or more
of the 256 434 blocks at resolution level
zero fail.

Gwo-Lu-Liao A 64364 block is tampered if 80 or more
of the 256 434 blocks at resolution level
zero fail.

Queluz A 64364 block is tampered if four or more
of the tested 20 row or column triads fail.

Lan-Mansour-Tewfik A 64364 block is tampered if three or more
of the ten authentication bits
embedded in projections are wrong.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1) / 217
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Table 11 False alarm and miss probabilities on the basis of 64364 pixel blocks. A block is declared
tampered if the number of its native blocks that appears tampered exceeds a critical threshold.
Smoothing scores are the average of the 333 median and convolution operations. PSNR541 dB.

Semifragile
method

Forgery
attack
Pmiss

Signal-processing attacks Pf

No attack Smooth
Histog.
equal.

S and P
1%

AWGN
35 dB JPEG 70 Sharpen

Chang 0.0% 0.0% 100% 99% 100% 32.3% 0.0% 100.0%

Delp 0.1% 2.3% 54.5% 3.4% 6.5% 2.7% 2.4% 0.3%

Eggers 0.0% 0.0% 41.4 91% 2.6% 0.0% 0.0% 65.6%

Fridrich 1.0% 1.6% 62.0% 5.5% 19.5% 2.5% 25.8% 21%

Kundur 0.1% 0.0% 77.7% 99.5% 51.9% 10.0% 2.9% 98.1%

Queluz 0.01% 0.01% 27.8% 94.3% 42.7% 0.01% 0.01% 100%

Liao 8.7% 3.0% 34.3% 80.7% 43.3% 1.7% 1.5% 79.9%
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tions. Since the successful performance of an algorithm
pends entirely on the context of its application, the follo
ing remarks can be made on the merit points. The m
points we consider are: the claim to semifragility, that
resisting selected signal operations; and giving statistic
sound figures of tamper probability.

The tamper indication must be statistically sound. In t
respect, the Fridrich, Eggers-Girod, and Lin-Podilchu
Delp ~the latter under Gaussian assumption! algorithms
output statistically sound tamper probability, while the o
ers indicate tampering only on the basis of the count of
errors between the test and actual sequences.

The tamper detection block size should be flexible,
the attack size can vary from a line consisting of a few te
of pixels long to the entire image plane itself. In this r
spect, Fridrich’s and Lan-Mansour-Tewfik’s algorithms a
the least flexible, as they cannot function reliably for siz
below 64364. Also, the Lin-Podilchuk-Delp algorithm ne
cessitates 16316 block size for operation, which is large
than the minimum sizes of all the rest.

There is another aspect to the block size, which is
ease with which the tamper indication of smaller blocks c
be integrated to the tamper indication of a larger block
we suspect that an image region larger than the native
of the algorithm has been affected. Thus if the native siz
218 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / January 2004 / Vol. 13(1)
-

t

e

838, one would like to predict the tamper likelihood ov
a larger region, say 32332 or 64364. When integrating
scores, the sporadic native block alarms not due to m
cious attack tend to be averaged out, while consistent
dences in the small blocks give a more reliable indicati
In this respect, the Eggers-Girod algorithm provides
most straightforward formula for integration, as it simp
sums the tamper/no-tamper likelihood of the coefficie
subtended by the block. The Lin-Podilchuk-Delp algorith
can also be easily run over different sized blocks.

Semifragility, that is, robustness against selected sig
processing attacks, could be a desirable aspect, while
quickly point out that when and where a signal manipu
tion is considered as malicious or innocent depends on
application context. When algorithms are compared w
respect to their robustness against signal-processing op
tions, using the scoring method suggested at the end of
4, one can conclude that the Eggers-Girod, Fridrich, L
Podilchuk-Delp algorithms perform uniformly well to
reasonable extent.

Notice that there could be other merit criteria, such as
autocorrecting capability, the ease with which a method
be attacked, etc.

In conclusion, we provide a comparative performan
analysis of semifragile algorithms in detecting forgery
Table 12 False alarm and miss probabilities on the basis of 64364 pixel blocks. A block is declared
tampered if the number of its n subblocks that appears tampered exceeds a critical threshold. Smooth-
ing scores are the average of the 333 median and convolution. PSNR538 dB.

Semifragile
method

Forgery
attack
Pmiss

Signal-processing attacks Pf

No attack Smooth
Histog.
equal.

S and P
1%

AWGN
35 dB JPEG 70 Sharpen

Chang 0.0% 0.0% 100% 100% 100% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Delp 0.2% 0.2% 37.1% 0.5% 1.2% 0.5% 0.3% 0.3%

Eggers 0.0% 0.0% 25.3% 87.3% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 75.0%

Fridrich 0.6% 1.1% 43% 3.1% 11.4% 1.1% 5.0% 20.0%

Kundur 0.1% 0.0% 68.2% 98.9% 31.7% 3.5% 0.6% 95.9%

Queluz 0.01% 0.01% 15.5% 87.6% 7.8% 0.01% 0.01% 99.5%

Liao 16.1% 0.2% 12.9% 59.4% 2.0% 0.3% 0.1% 57.7%

Tewfik 16.9% 1.4% 83.5% 82.7% 82.6% 85.5% 76.1 81.4%
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Comparative evaluation of semifragile watermarking . . .
tempts in the guise of substitution attack and in being se
fragile, that is, not giving false alarms in the face of s
lected mild signal-processing operations. While in th
comparison no specific application context was envisag
the simulation results would hopefully guide a designer
select the algorithms according to specific fragility and
bustness characteristics, as dictated by the application
text.
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